“I Know I Was a Man”: Possibilities for an Abolitionist Aesthetic
Sarah Ross

I made a work that was super simple . . . a changeable letter board with plastic letters, and
it says my father was a drug dealer and loved me. And the types of conversations that
happen around a work like that and just the fact that it becomes this kind of aha epiphany
moment for someone to reckon with their own ideology, to imagine that, oh yes, an
incarcerated person can be a father, can love.
—Sable Elyse Smith, “No Humans Involved: Structures And Systems”

But [Wynter] ends it with a quote from Frantz Fanon, saying that the knowledge is
already there, the work is already being done by those who are said to be narratively
condemned, the dispossessed, that the intellectual and theoretical work is already being
done by those people, so we are missing out in collaborating with that knowledge
production in the creation of something new.
—Simone Browne, “No Humans Involved: Structures And Systems” (speaking of Sylvia
Wynter’s essay “No Humans Involved”)

The language of “giving voice to” vulnerable groups or “humanizing” people in prison is
common in creative and educational work. I have often found myself cringing at the words,
feeling deeply troubled at how freely white women (like me) use the language when talking
about people who take our classes behind bars but not those in other creative or educational
settings. Nowhere on my college’s website (at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago) do we
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announce that our classes “give voice” to our students or even “create a platform” for their
voices. Instead a quick internet search of the role of colleges/universities in the subject formation
of students reveals articles critiquing higher education as alienating and problematically
producing the opposite of a transformed student.
What is being said when well-meaning educators and artists frame their work as
“humanizing” is not that they believe that the person in prison is not already human but rather
perhaps that they/we have not unpacked what Sylvia Wynter terms “the archipelago of Human
Otherness.” She describes a colonial present in which “Human Otherness can no longer be
defined in terms of the interned Mad, the interned ‘Indian,’ the enslaved ‘Negro’ in which it had
been earlier defined.” Today the archipelago is “comprised of the jobless, the homeless, the Poor,
the systemically made jobless and criminalized.” 1 For Wynter, human otherness is historically
knitted in biocentric terms, meaning that the status of human is most certainly a racialized one.
Our choice of language here is not benign, quite the opposite: the shape of our language
and personal politics creates an aesthetic, that has material implications. 2 If we step in to “give
voice” to or “humanize” people who are locked up and indeed denied rights and the full status of
human, there are two dangerous operations at work that perpetuate and legitimize the oppressive
power structures of the carceral state.

Dangerous Operations
In a space in which the logic of security reigns supreme, creative and intellectual endeavors take
third, fourth, or last place to any number of security concerns developed by the institution: the
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ratio of officers to incarcerated people, the timing of the “movement team” that escorts people to
and from the buildings, visibility from guard towers, fog, snow, darkness, and more. When the
state or even an individual prison administrator or guard wants to hold someone in segregation
longer than allowed or to deny a meal, visit, or medical care, it can be done in the name of
security. When the routine operations of the prison set the clock for when someone gets up, what
they eat and when they bathe, when they call a loved one and how long they can talk, the
dimensions of full humanity dwindle. The aesthetics of total segregation are designed into the
prison itself—razor wire, concrete, the jingle of shackles, the buzz of a gate—reiterating the
power of the state to delimit life. So to imagine for a minute that any art or education experience
could “humanize” the people in prison would be to turn our attention away from that power
which materially dehumanizes, strips agency, and denies voice and other rights. Rhetorically that
would let power operate freely, let racist myths of otherness gain steam. Our work would be
selectively picking people to be “rehumanized” through art or education.
If the institutions of segregation, criminalization, and incarceration are the agents of
dehumanization, why not turn our attention to the vast complex designed to deny the status of
human, as the people inside prison do? In our many class debates, some artists agreed that their
art, outside the walls of the prison, could be a tool to help others see them as dimensional people,
rather than defining them by their crimes. Yet, importantly, no one ever suggested that they were
not already human and that therefore the act of art making would make them more human. This
framework is subtle but important, and it rings throughout history. Elmore Nickleberry, a
sanitation worker and protester in the 1968 Memphis sanitation strike, which famously used the
slogan “I Am a Man,” said, “But see, I know I was a man when I went and served for my
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country. All I wanted was a job to feed my family.” 3 The United Prisoners Union in California,
organized in 1970, stated in its bill of rights, “We have been historically stereotyped as less than
human, while in reality we possess the same needs, frailties, ambitions and dignity indigenous to
all humans. Our Class has been unconstitutionally denied equal treatment under the law.” 4
Our debates, like those of many marginalized people before us, are laser focused on the
institutions of incarceration and criminalization that continually craft a politics of fear, a fear that
traffics in racism; that creates institutional languages that include terms like convict, inmate, and
so on; that forever cast people as criminals and shape policies that result in so many people being
locked up. This is not a claim that prisons don’t dehumanize or that their very construction and
design don’t limit human life: they do. But if, at best, the act of making or learning could
“rehumanize” incarcerated people, then what of the carceral policies and spaces that remain?
If we buy into the rhetoric that art and education alone are humanizing forces, we are
assuming that the recipients of art and education were not already fully human and that we have
unique powers to give back the status of human to others, against the large powers of state
segregation, confinement, and death. This suggests that our teaching, art, and access to
knowledge have the power to confer voice or humanness. Here the loss of the status of human is
individual (and possibility even the individual’s fault) and not the result of the
racialized/gendered violence of the carceral continuum. These logics dangerously traffic in what
Wynter calls “The Color (cum colonial) Line” that enforces a “deserving/undeserving status
organizing principle that it encoded to function for the nation-state as well as the imperial orders
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of the Western bourgeoisie.” 5 Like the slave owners who took away the names of those they held
captive, the process of criminalization and incarceration robs voice and humanity from those
swept into its vast net.

Abolition Aesthetics
As artists and scholars, both inside and outside prison, we must take up the politics of critically
framing the work we do, and in doing so, we might very well ask who or what needs
humanizing. This is not a policing of language or a policing of what might or might not
constitute radical or principled politics. Rather, to speak is to embody a position, which
necessarily impacts the kinds of relationships, teaching and art making that we do with people on
both sides of the prison wall. This political/language work was put into effect some twenty-five
years ago in the radical work of the late Eddie Ellis and the Center for NuLeadership on Urban
Solutions. In an open letter to friends Ellis asked us to “assist in our transition from prison to our
communities as responsible citizens and to create a more positive human image of ourselves, we
are asking everyone to stop using these negative terms and to simply refer to us as PEOPLE.” 6
Most recently, the group Underground Scholars Initiative continued this work in its “Language
Guide for Communicating about Those Involved in the Carceral System.” They say: “Language
is not merely descriptive, it is creative. For too long we have borne the burden of having to
recreate our humanity in the eyes of those who would have us permanently defined by a system
that grew directly out of the institution of American slavery, an institution that depended on the
dehumanization of the people it enslaved. . . . This is not about euphemisms or glossing over
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people's actions, rather it is about reclaiming our identity as people first.” 7 This was echoed most
recently by a man who survived more than thirty years in prison, who said to me, “I’m sick of
having to disprove a negative.”
For me, foregrounding how we talk and think about making meaningful art with people
in prison has meant focusing on collaborative projects and processes grounded in some basics.
When we start with the knowledge that every segregated and abandoned community, every
prison, jail, or detention center, is a university of organic intellectuals who know that the next
study about them, without them, will not change state violence, we can learn with people and
build radical forms of knowledge. When we listen, we will hear that people in prison already
have a voice and that they share their voices every day with family and friends and through
poetry, prose, music, and art, then we will know that we can learn from the power of voice even
in the most oppressed places. If we start with the knowledge that people in prison are, every day,
working against the odds of dehumanizing state policies and prison conditions, we can learn new
forms of resistance that sustain life under conditions of racialized violence and death.
Can flipping the script and opening ourselves to being humanized or otherwise
understanding the kind of humanization we might want to critique or unpack be a form of
abolitionist aesthetics and pedagogy? And if so, what kind of work would that necessarily make?
John Dewey’s ideas of aesthetics were situated not in static principles or rules but in a notion of
art as experience. He said aesthetics were “the everyday events, doings, and sufferings that are
universally recognized to constitute experience.” 8 Abolitionist aesthetics is as much a process for
building a critical framework for discourse and making as it is creating an end product that
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‘humanizes’. An abolitionist aesthetic asks us to consider how we want our projects to feel and
what affective tools are we using to make images, words and sound, to make meaningful, mutual
experiences between artist and viewer, viewer and viewer, movement and movement.
Embodying abolitionist aesthetics privileges mutual—and differently experienced—humanities
to make new visual and political languages to produce the kind of world we want to see.
Collaboration as a mode of working asks of us the full capacities of what a collaborator can be
and should be and asks us to acknowledge that our accessibility and physical ability to
communicate are different because of the force of the state and not because of the lack of the
human. As a practicing artist, I don’t always get this right, and the process/practice necessarily
changes each time. But grounding my work with people who are already human with present
voices focuses our work on an aesthetic experience that both frames the inhumanity of the
criminal justice system and incarceration and seeks a vision for humanity that doesn’t involve
prisons.
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